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Excitonic Absorption and Superconductivity in YBa2Cu307 —y
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Optical and neutron-diAraction studies of superconducting and nonsuperconducting samples of
YBa2Cu307 —y are described. Superconducting samples, with y =0.1, showed two strong electronic
transitions, at 3000 cm ' (0.37 eV) and at 20000 cm ' (2.5 eV), which are interpreted as charge-
transfer bands (i.e., excitons). Nonsuperconducting samples, with y =0.8 (prepared by heating of su-
perconducting samples in vacuum to deplete the oxygen content), did not show these features. Our mea-
surements support an excitonic mechanism for the superconductivity in high-T, copper oxide corn-
pounds.

PACS numbers: 74.70.Ya, 71.35.+z, 71.45.Gm, 78.20.Ci

In this Letter we describe the optical and structural
properties of the high-T, superconductor YBa2Cu307 —y.
Our optical measurements, made at temperatures be-
tween 4 and 300 K, span the frequency range between
the far infrared and the ultraviolet. We studied samples
with y=0. 1, which were superconducting, and samples
with y =0.8, which were not. The structure of the
J=0.8 sample is found to be tetragonal, in contrast to
the orthorhombic structure of the y =0.1, superconduct-
ing sample.

For the superconducting samples, the frequency-de-
pendent conductivity (obtained by Kramers-Kronig
analysis of reflectance) is decidedly non-Drude in form,
consisting of two broad bands. These bands are inter-
preted as arising from charge-transfer transitions (i.e.,

excitons) and are evidence for strong electron-electron
interactions in the material. ' Their presence appears to
rule out single-particle pictures of the electronic struc-
ture. The nonsuperconducting (or "dead") sample did
not show these electronic absorptions.

Only limited optical studies of this material have been
previously presented. Our far-infrared study focused on
the the energy gap in the superconducting state, present-
ing evidence that the gap is close to the BCS value,
2A/kT, = 3.5. Three other far-infrared measurements
have been reported. The room-temperature infrared re-
Aectance has been reported by Orenstein et al. The
closely related compound La2 Sr Cu04 has been stud-

ied by a number of investigators.
The preparation, crystal structure, and magnetic prop-

erties of YBa2Cu306 9 have been described previously. "
This material has T, =93 K and a Meissner fraction
close to unity. YBa2Cu3062 was prepared by heating a
sample of nominal composition YBa2Cu307 in a 10
Torr vacuum at 540 ~ 10'C for 12 h. The oxygen con-
tent was determined by the weight changes during reoxi-

dation at 400'C, and during subsequent reduction in H2
at 1000 C. The composition of the vacuum-reduced
material was y =0.80 ~ 0.06. The x-ray powder diArac-
tion pattern of the vacuum-reduced compound was in-
dexed on a tetragonal cell with a =3.865(1) A and
c =11.790(1) A. Magnetic-susceptibility data were ob-
tained in an applied field of 30 Oe by cooling the sample
from room temperature in a PAR vibrating sample mag-
netometer. The sample remained weakly paramagnetic
down to 4 K. Thus, this treatment electively kills the
superconductivity.

Neutron-powder-diAraction data were collected at the
McMaster Nuclear Reactor, and refinement was carried
out as described previously. '' Solution of the structure
was carried out in P4/mmm space group, which is a
supergroup of Pmmm, the space group for orthorhombic
YBa2Cu307. In P4/mmm the sites ( —,', 0, —,

' ) and

(0, —,', —,
' ), which are distinct in orthorhombic symmetry,

are now equivalent. Refinement proceeded smoothly to
the positional and thermal parameters given in Table I.
The refinement showed that the oxygen deficiency was
associated with the O(1) [( —,', 0, —,

' ), (0, —,', —,
' ) j site.

One consequence of the tetragonal symmetry observed
in the y =0.8 sample is that the Cu-0 chains which
characterize the orthorhombic, superconducting YBa2-
Cu307 are nonexistent. Also, the c axis of the tetragonal
phase is 0.10 A. larger than the 11.69-A. c axis of the or-
thorhombic phase.

The interatomic distances are given in Table II and
compared with those from the orthorhombic, supercon-
ducting phase (given in square brackets). The most sig-
nificant difference appears to be that the oxygen O(2)
atom which connects the Cu(1) and the Cu(2) atoms in

the planes moves toward the CU(1) atoms in the tetrag-
onal phase. All of the other distances in the copper-
oxygen network remain essentially constant.
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TABLE I. Atomic positions, isotropic temperature factors, and agreement indices for

YBa2Cu3062 at 298 K.

Y
Ba
Cu(1)
CU (2)
O(1) '
O(2)
O(3)

Weighted profile R
Nuclear R
Profile R
Expected R
Number of degrees of freedom
Number of Bragg reflections

0
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

0.050
0.044
0.036
0.019
951
136

0
0

I/2
1/2
0

I/2

a
b

Volume

0.3065(3)
1/2

0. 1406 (3 )
1/2

0.3484(4)
0.1208(2)

3.8620(3) A
11.7883(13) 4

175.82(3) A

B (A')

0.46(8)
0.69(9)
0.77(9)
0.76(6)
1.6(I.O)
1.6(1 )
o.61(s)

'O(1) occupancy refined to 0.24(3).

The optical measurements were made as near-
normal-incidence specular reflection on freshly polished
sample surfaces. We used benzene or alcohol to make
the polishing slurry; when the water was used a strong
hydroxyl signature was seen in the infrared spectra. Fol-
lowing the measurements, the sample was coated with a
metal overlayer and the reflectance of the coated surface
was measured to obtain a reference spectrum. On ac-
count of the granular nature of the surface, this coating
made important quantitative changes in the reflectance,
particularly at higher frequencies.

Figure 1 shows representative normal-state reflectance
data for superconducting (y =0.1) and nonsupercon-
ducting (y =0.8) samples. Note the logarithmic fre
quency scale. The y =0.1 data were taken at 105 K,
whereas the y =0.8 data were at 300 K; however, neither
sample showed strong temperature dependence. For the

y =0.1 sample, the most significant effect is below T„
where the superconducting energy gap is observed.
With increasing temperature there is also a small
(= 2%) decrease in the mid-infrared re[]ectance com-
bined with a loss of intensity of the vibrational features.

There are three vibrational doublets in the far in-

frared, at 15l and 191 cm '; 279 and 310 cm '; and

548 and 609 cm '. A broad high-reflectance region
occurs in the mid-infrared, with a plasma edge giving a
minimum at about 15000 cm ' (1.9 eV). A second
broad band is centered at 20000 cm ' (2.5 eV). On ac-
count of the logarithmic scale, this upper band does not
appear very significant. In reality, it is both broad, with
a width of 8000 cm ' (1 eV), and strong, with an oscil-
lator strength of about 80% of the lower-frequency band.
(The oscillator-strength estimate comes from our Kra-
mers-Kronig analysis. )

YBa~t"u~0.)3 7-y

y

QJ

L)

0. 5
(|J

CU

CL

V-O(3)
Ba-O(1)
Ba-O(2)
Ba-O(3)
Cu(1)-O(1)
Cu(2)-O(2)
Cu(2)-O(2)
Cu (2)-0 (3)

2.397(1)
2.990(2)
2.7732(9)
2.919(3)
1.931(3)
1.800(4)
2.437(S)
1.9453 (4)

[2.4oo(1)]
[2.911(4)]
[2.7S3(1)]
[2.945(7)]
[1.94S(2)]
[1.827(S)]
[2.332(5)]
[1.947 (1)]

TABLE II. Selected interatomic distances (in angstroms)
298 K for YBa2Cu3062. Values for YBa2Cu3069 are given in

square brackets (Ref. 11).
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FIG. 1. Reflectance of superconducting YBa&Cu3069 (at
105 K) and of nonsuperconducting YBa2Cuq062 (at 300 K).
Note the logarithmic frequency scale.
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FIG. 2. The frequency-dependent conductivity of super-
conducting YBaqCu3069 at 55 K and of nonsuperconduct-
ing YBazCu306z at 70 K, as determined by Kramers-Kronig
analysis of the reflectance.

Our results are qualitatively in agreement with those
of Orenstein et al. We find, however, about twice as
large a mid-infrared reflectance and a much sharper
plasma edge. We attribute most of this diAerence to our
having overcoated the sample with a metal so as to
correct for the rough surfaces; our uncorrected spectra
resemble theirs. However, we have also observed some
sample-to-sample variation in the sharpness of the plas-
ma edge.

The infrared reflectance of the dead sample (y =0.8)
is substantially smaller than that of the superconducting
sample, with the plasma edge absent. The surfaces of
this sample were quite poor, leading to low signal-to-
noise ratio at high frequencies. Little temperature de-
pendence was observed; in particular, the reflectance did
not change in any way on cooling through the 90-K re-
gion. Vibrational features are observed at =104, 114,
211, 351, and 626 cm '. As shown by their relatively
low reflectance maxima, the oscillator strength of these
features is smaller than those in the y =0.1 sample.

We used Kramers-Kronig analysis to determine the
frequency-dependent conductivity, o

~ (ro), which is
shown in Fig. 2. For the superconductor (y =0.1), the
electronic part of the spectrum has a broad peak at 3000
cm ' (0.37 eV). The conductivity of the dead sample
(y =0.8) is strikingly diA'erent from that of the super-
conducting sample. The 3000-cm ' (0.37-eV) band is
absent from this specimen. Instead, there is a slowly ris-

ing conductivity, with a suggestion of a high-lying elec-
tronic peak above 16000 cm ' (2 eV).

The low-energy (0.37-eV) peak in the conductivity of
the superconducting sample is not consistent with band-
structure calculations, ' which show the onset of inter-
band transitions only above 2.5 eV. We attribute this
peak to a charge-transfer band, or exciton, ' brought on
by Coulomb interactions among the charge carriers. If
Coulomb repulsion is the dominant interaction, then the
carriers will distribute themselves so as to minimize this
repulsion. In the extreme (zero-bandwidth) limit the
optical-absorption spectrum due to charge-transfer exci-
tation can be qualitatively understood within the follow-
ing Hamiltonian:

H« =Urn;ln;~+ —,
' g g V[;—

~ ~n;n~,

where n is the occupation number operator, U is the
Coulomb energy sufIered by two electrons on the same
site, and V~; ~ ~

is the energy cost of having one electron
on site i and a second on j. The problem, one of dis-
tributing N electrons over M sites, has been solved by
Hubbard' for the one-dimensional case. Generally, U
& V~ & Vq, etc. , and the electrons are localized in a reg-

ular lattice of singly occupied and vacant sites. The de-
tails of this arrangement (which also occurs in the two-
dimensional square lattice) depend on the relative values
of the V~, ~~ and N/M. For N/M & 1 there are two ex-
cited states involving a transfer of one electron to a
neighboring site. The lower-energy one (at hco= V~)
consists of a transfer to a vacant site, whereas the
higher-energy one (at Aro= U) consists of a transfer to
an already occupied site.

The oscillator strength of the vibrational features of
the superconducting sample (better seen in Fig. 2 of Ref.
3) is extremely high. We have recently proposed for
the case of La

~ 85Sro ~5Cu04 that this can be attributed
to strong electron-vibrational coupling via the "dimer
charge oscillation" or "phase-phonon" mechanism intro-
duced by Rice. ' The modes in question would be the
symmetric vibrational modes of the Cu-0 system which
become infrared active when they are strongly coupled to
the electronic density. Essentially, the infrared radiation
modulates the charge density on a site or in a bond; in

turn, the bond lengths follow the local charge density.
For this mechanism to operate, there must be a variation
in charge from site to site. Either a Peierls transition to
a charge-density-wave ground state or a Coulomb-
energy-driven localization of electrons on specific sites,
as described above, can cause this variation.

Thus, there appears to be a close connection among
five properties of YBa~Cu307 —y ~ the oxygen content,
the existence of one-dimensional chains, the presence of
the 3000-cm ' (0.37-eV) peak in the infrared, very
strong vibrational features, and superconductivity.

In this context, we wish to make the following points:
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(I) An electronic peak in the infrared spectrum is a
common feature of oxide superconductors, including'
BaPb„Bi~ 03 and Laz „Sr Cu04. (2) The excitonic
mechanism proposed by Little' and subsequently fur-
ther developed both by Little and by Ginzburg and co-
workers' can lead to high transition temperatures be-
cause exciton energies are so much higher than phonon
energies. (3) In some theories, ' ' the excitons involve
diferent electrons than those responsible for the super-
conductivity. YBa2Cu307 —y possesses two types of
copper-oxygen layers: two-dimensional sheets and paral-
lel one-dimensional chains. It is tempting to speculate
that the superconductivity occurs on the sheets mediated
by excitons on the chains. The difficulty with this no-
tion is that there are no such obvious distinctions in

La2 Sr, Cu04 or BaPb Bi~ „03. Furthermore, in oth-
er theories the same electrons are involved in the super-
conductivity and in the electronic absorption. ' (4) If the
superconductivity were due to extremely strong coupling
to phonons, then the ratio 2A/kT, would be in the range
5-10 rather than the 3.5 value of BCS or weak-coupling
theories. ' Infrared absorption measurements ' are con-
sistent with 2h/kT, =3.5-4, and thus inconsistent with
strong coupling to phonons. (5) The excitonic mecha-
nism gives 2h/kT, =3.5; and thus is consistent with the
infrared measurements. A mixture of electron-phonon
and excitonic interactions also would yield the weak-
coupling value for 2h/kT„even if the electron-phonon
coupling were relatively strong. '

The detailed mechanism for superconductivity in the
high-T, copper oxides is not at present known. We have
discussed in this Letter only one of many possibilities.
More generally, however, we believe that the occurrence
of a strong electronic band in the infrared spectrum and
its correlation with superconductivity provides evidence
that the superconductivity of these materials is mediated
by an electronic excitation. '
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